
Marshall Minor III TWS
Headphones, Black
250452

All sound, no fuss. With 25 hours of truly wireless
playtime, Minor III brings you Marshall Signature Sound
without any extra clutter.

Pair & play
Minor III brings you unrivalled Marshall signature sound without any extra clutter. These headphones do all the heavy
lifting for you, so you can just grab your music and go. Just put them in your ears, pair, turn up the volume and head
out. The open-fit earbuds also fit comfortably in your ears so you can listen all day, and if you run out of power just
place them in the portable charging case that fits right there in your pocket.

Freedom from wires
Minor III is truly wireless, giving you the absolute freedom of listening without wires, while delivering the same powerful
audio. Rock out to your favourite playlist or stretch out with something more relaxing, without your headphones getting
in the way. Minor III comes with Bluetooth 5.2, which ensures that the earbuds have a b connection to each other and
to your device, so you receive the best possible sound experience.

25 hours of wireless playtime
You don’t want to be left stranded without music when you need it most, so Minor III packs 25 total hours of wireless
playtime to keep you moving. The earbuds hold 5 hours and the portable charging case carries four additional charges,
so you can slip the earbuds into the case for some extra power when needed. Only 15 minutes of quick charge gives
you 1.5 hours of playtime. You can charge the case wirelessly or with a USB-C cable. Never stop moving, never stop
listening.

Powerful custom-tuned drivers
Minor III will blow you away with 12 mm drivers, custom-tuned to deliver enhanced bass, smooth mids and clear highs.
Minor III lets you experience sound the way Marshall intended.

Intuitive touch controls
Minor III comes with mirrored touch-sensitive earbuds, so you can use either one to control your music and phone
calls. Removing and inserting an earbud also initiates the auto-pause and -play feature, so you won’t miss a single
beat. Use either earbud to navigate playback and manage phone calls:

    •  1 touch to play/pause
    •  1 touch to receive/end a call
    •  2 touches to reject call
    •  2 touches to skip forward
    •  3 touches to skip backward
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What's in the box

    •  Minor III True Wireless Headphones
    •  Charging case
    •  USB-C Charging cable
    •  Manual and legal & safety information

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 7340055384315

Manufacturer number: 1005983

Product weight: 0.06 kilograms
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